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2013 PUER EXHIBITION NOTES 
Tea Master Tea Parker  

Stephane Erler 

Pualine Chan 

Keynote Address                                                                                                  April 10, 2013 
- Look up Global Drinks  

o Teaparker is in there talking about tea 

- Song Ping Hao: 1970s first famous puer cakes 

What is the relationship between old puer and new? 

- Even if you read a lot, you cannot have a full understanding of old, good puer 

- Tea Institute is trying to understand this question: “What is good puer?” 

- Marketing changes  

- 1970s Tong Chen Hueng Hi puer cake 

o Says the tea maker has been to the tea mountains to get the tea 

o Modern merchants’ cakes say the same thing, but it can just be marketing 

- It is very difficult to tell tea’s age 

o Must study a lot of cakes of different ages 

Up until the CNNP was dissolved, puer cakes were made with blends, trying to keep the product constant 

- except for one batch made in 1975 of all tips 

7542 Cake 

- 75: year of the recipe’s creation 

- 4: Leaf category or composition 

o Grade it yourself 

- 2: Mĕnghăi Factory 

o Note that not all 7542 cakes were made in 1975 

7638 Cake 

- First shú puer 

- Many people say that shú is not as good as shēng, because merchants often masquerade shú 

as shēng 

8582 Cake 

- Leaf grade number: 1 means the smallest, youngest leaves, 9 means the biggest, roughest 

leaves 

Comparison of Puer Teas 

To be able to tell if a puer cake is fake, you must have to experience the good tea and understand the 

differences.  

- Youngest to oldest  

Ex 1. Menghai Blended Cakes with only tips in 1975 



- Allegedly from a thousand-year-old tree 

- Sheng 

Ex 2. Bulang Mountain 1000 year tree tips picked 2012 

-  Very long tip of leaf 

- Big leaf Size 

- Smells very old  

Ex 3. Ling Sang Mountian 200 Year tree Picked 2006 

- Smaller leaves 

- Shorter trees  

- Smell= *** 

- This is also one of Teaparkers favorite teas.  

Ex 4. Bulang  

- Light smell  

- Replanted tree 

Ex 5 Chegou 

- Tea Chocolate  

- tea concentrated into small squares  

o looks like chocolate bar squares 

Ex 6 1950’s Leftovers  

- From a 1950s Red Mark cake 

- Smell is very strong  

 

Puer Notes + Tips on Quality.  

- Surface has a slight shine 

- Puer is generally healthy, but bad puer is bad for you (you may feel unwell after you drink it) 

- Slowly pry apart and loosen the puer with your hands, without breaking the leaves 

- First brew extracts 40% of the flavors 

- Select a puer that is clean and high quality so that you can drink even the first brew 

- One’s mood affects the brewing 

- Cannot recognize good puer just from the wrapper; rather, rely on the appearance, taste, 

and smell of the tea itself 

- “Very difficult to do tea research in China, because business interests are so prevalent 

(conflict of interest)”  

- “Larger white tips in cake means it’s from a tree that is higher and older” 

- Paper wrapping style has changed over time, including color, font, paper thickness 

- Guan yin gong bi 

o “Gong” means “gift to the emperor,” but it’s just fanciful naming 

 

  



 

Master Class #1                                                                                                    April 11, 2013 
“Good tea is something you share with people who know how to appreciate tea” 

What can change the flavor of tea and from differences in tea types that seem consistent?  

  Ex. 3 Teas from the Same Year 

- Same age (2006), same season (spring), same storage place 

- Here are the differences you should consider: 

1. Area 

a. Country  

b. Mountain 

i. Cliff? 

c. Area on Mountain  

d. Things surrounding 

i. Is it near a waterfall? 

2. Soil 

3. Rainfall 

4. Season 

5. Sunlight/Shade 

6. Tree age 

7. Type of Tree  

8. Nearby plants 

a. Too Many Plants? 

i. Dominant plants will suck nutrients from the weaker plants 

9. Temperature 

10. Processing (raw vs. cooked; pressing, steaming, and drying methods) 

a. Press 

i. Metal, Machine, Wood, Steam, Hand 

b. After Press Drying 

11. Blending 

12. Mold 

13. Part of the tree 

“To really understand you have to investigate” 

History 

In the Ching Dynasty there were 3 major mountain sources for Puer Tea  

- Some are protected now  

- Special trees because of the size of the tree and the small leaves  

o Tree is big, but the leaves were small  

o Leafs stem was very dark at first  

 Dark Green  

 With be dark but not bright  

o Stems are longer than leaves harder 



 Less Sweet  

 Nutrients and Sweetness  

o If these leaves receive more sun the leaves will be bigger than the stem  

- The things mentioned above made this area special 

Teas 

- #1: Medium 

- #2: Lightest (no nearby plants, so the tea tree got a lot of sun) 

- #3: Darkest (nearby plants were very tall, so the tea tree did not get as much sun) 

Yi ban 

- Gift to the emperor, now a tea protected by the government 

- What makes it so special? 

o Even though the tree is old, it has small leaves 

 Very dark leaf color 

o When the tea is brewed, how will the color change? 

 Shú puer will be dark, but not bright 

 Good tea will be bright 

  “Brightness” is different from color 

- For the second brew, pour in a very thin stream 

o Brings out a different flavor in the tea 

- This leaf is lighter green, very fresh 

- There are some stems in this tea; why include them if tips are the best? 

o Because stems lend sweetness to the tea 

- Comparing the stems and leaves, the stems are very long and the leaves are very small 

o Compared with the norm 

- These leaves are very soft, like silk or baby skin 

- In this case, we are using a gàiwǎn, because it does not affect the flavor of the tea; however, when 

brewing simply for pleasure, it is better to use a teapot, because it will enhance the flavor of the 

tea 

Brewing Techniques  

- Pouring  

o Pouring amounts  

 Weak or Little  

 Heavy or Strong  

 Creates different tastes on the tea 

o “If you pour too much water and it flows over the rim when you put the gàiwǎn lid on, 

wait, because the leaves will absorb some of the water” 

- “One can cleanse the palette by drinking very hot water and aerating it in the mouth” 

- Pallets are best between 11-1pm 

 

  



Cháxí Lecture                                                                                                          April 12, 2013 

 

Cháxí [cha-shee] is both dream and reality; it is about both beauty and function 

- Since the Sòng Dynasty, even minor accessories had special names 

- Ufu: receptacle for charcoal 

- Dijin: cloth for cleaning dust off cháxí 

 

Special jar 

- Glaze, shape, and material allow it to change the scent and flavor of the tea 

- Putting the tea in the jar for one minute really did improve the taste of the tea significantly 

Brewing Techniques 

- When brewing, add hot water to the top of the teapot 

o Except for shú puer under 10 years old (it will become sour) 

- How to hold the teapot 

o Middle finger and thumb on the sides of the handle, index finger extending to the lid 

o If the leaves are all at the front of the inside of the pot, you did not hold it in a balanced 

way 

o If there is a leaf stuck in the spout, remove it with water, not with a tool 

Character on the tea saucer 

- In ancient times, villages would put together their teaware for festivals (because they had very 

little) 

o The character helped to identify whose it was 

  



Master Class #2                                                                                                    April 12, 2013 

 

Economics in China in relation to tea.  

- Very Tight 

- Yìwŭ Mountain tea 

o (Yúnnán Province, Xīshuāngbănnà Prefecture 

- Revolution in tea 

o Government told the people to invest in tea 

o In 2007, it was said that puer from Yìwŭ is the best 

- Daiyi cake was bought by many people 

o Those who bought it didn’t want to open any cakes in the sets they bought, since it was 

bought for investment purposes 

- Many people have heard of Yìwŭ tea, but very few have drunk it 

o In 2000, there were only unpaved roads, shabby buildings, and no cars 

o However, recently, there was a documentary on Yìwŭ, and puer has become very popular 

o Now, in 2013, there are paved roads and cars, because it has become a popular tourist 

attraction 

o Production/ location of Yi Wu Mountain is more commercialized 

 Belives that most who are producing puer do not know puer  

- There is currently a problem with farmers selling tea from elsewhere in Yìwŭ 

o In the past, the tea from separate villages was blended into one Yìwŭ cake 

o Now you can get cakes from an individual Yìwŭ village 

- No one kept old puer in Yúnnán before 2000 

- Before 2000 (CNNP) Mainland sold all puer each year.  

o So there is no 15, 20 year old cakes  

o Only way Teaparker got it was to go visit and bring it back to Taiwan  

 This tea was given to the emperor  

 

Comparing Two Cakes 

- Real Yi Wu Puer only in Sishuan Mountain, Yunnan Sourcing  

- 1st Sample – 2012 Old Yi Wu Tree 

o 1000 year old tree 

o Maybe cheaper  

o Strong nutty taste  

 “Hit the tongue hard”  

o Sweaty palms, cool on top of the hands  

o Cool Feeling while breathing in  

- 2nd Sample – 1990 ***, 100,150  

o Fishy 

o Back of mouth Dryer, wet “wet wood” 

o Doesn’t Apper so old  

o 2nd brew was Rounder, Mellow, and Smooth  



- Notes 

o 2 criteria to tell if tea is from Yìwŭ: 

 Compare to Yìwŭ you have drunk in the past (obviously, need to have drunk real 

Yìwŭ tea) 

 Yìwŭ tea gets better over time  

 Yìwŭ tea has a lot of tannins at first (like wine) and will get better with 

time 

 That’s why the 1990s puer (#1) has a more mellow, rounded taste 

Brewing Technique 

- Brewing Puer “Changes with the ages” 

- Pouring  

o Tea leaves abosorbs water and begins to move around  

o Color changes and figuring when it is done based on Color 

Additional Notes 

- “If you use the Tetsubin to cook tea you can use it to boil water” 

- Most difficult thing about brewing puer is to not overbrew 

- Because this tea is high quality, it does not become bitter, even if you brew it overnight 

- The best tea is tea that, at first, tastes like water, but the aftertaste contains all the flavors 

- Tea from wild, old trees will make you feel cool 

- Bad tea will cause the throat to tighten 

- If tea does not improve with time, it’s not good tea 

- Don’t trust the tea’s wrapper 

Even More Notes:  

Age  

- Old if aged after one year  

o 1, 2, 3, 5, 15 years  

- Fresh is from this season  

 

Sheng (Raw) VS Sho (Cooked) 

- Sho 

o Served at lower temp.  

o A little more sour 

Other things to consider: 

- Old Vs New 

- Few Vs More  

- Storage  

o Dry Storage Vs Humid Storage  



 

Yixing Tea Pots 

- High Pitched Sound means it was fired at a higher temperature.  

- Lower Pitch means it was fired at a lower temperature.  

o Hides more defects in the tea. 

So as the Temperature of Firing Decreases the more defects in the tea are hidden  

Homding vs Cha Ching  

- Homding  

o Drying by oven  

o Not traditional  

o Looks beautiful at first  

o But after a few years it decreases 

- Cha Ching  

o Drying under the sun 

 

Tea Basics                                                                                                              April xx, 2014 
 

The Basics 

- “Clean, Clean, Clean, Clean, Clean” 

- “Keep high Standards”  

- Don’t touch unless you are brewing the tea  

- 50% Water  

Traying  

- First put cups on chaxi then onto dry tray  

- 3-5 Cups = 3 small sips  

o “1 sip no respect” 

Additional Notes: 

- Pin Cha  

- Possible Taste = Stress 

o Tasting the stress within a cup of tea 

  



Puer Blending                                                                                                      April 13, 2013 
- Most puers are blended at the máochá stage 

- Must consider the age of the tree, how long it has been stored, whether the tree is wild or from 

a plantation 

3 kinds of Puer trees 

- Chaomu: big leaf (>10 cm long, >4 cm wide) 

- Half chaomu: medium leaf (7 – 10 cm long, 3 – 4 cm wide) 

- Guanmu: small leaf (<7 cm long, <3 cm wide) 

o Yi Wu leaves 

o However, some tree types have thicker stems, yet smaller leaves 

o Most puer comes from plantations, where the tea bushes are only about half a meter high  

- Yi ban leaves are fairly large 

Comparing Two Teas of Different Processing Methods 

- Dien hong (2012 red tea) 

o Red tea, but made from leaves often used for puer 

o All tips 

o Tips are about 2 cm --> very large tree 

o Tips have a yellow/beige down (tiny hairs) --> spring buds 

o It leaves a yellow dust on the saucer 

o Flavor: very metallic and bitter 

o Aftertaste: ___ 

- Shēng puer (2012, same plant) 

o Also all tips 

o Tips are lighter in color 

o Flavor: metallic, tangy, floral, light, drying in the mouth 

o Aftertaste: lightly sweet, fruity, honey 

7562 cake 

- Single origin tea (very uncommon) 

- Worth about $6,000 

- 38 Year old tea  

- Opening from Brick 

o From one side  

- Tea imported Paper on Inside not outside  

o Not Because of humidity 

- Using hand to flake it off into single leaves  

- Buds change in red when broken apart  

o These are very first from Spring  

- How to brew it 

o At least 10 times  

- 1st Brew – Jason  

o Smooth on toung  



o Cooling through breathing  

o Relaxed – very sleepy  

o Sweating  

- 2nd Brew – Pat  

o Stronger  

o Smokey  

- 3rd Grant 

o Great 

- Rinse Cups More for fragrance  

- Pour Water on top of Tea Pot when it cools 

Differences between the two 

- Oxidation—how can you tell? 

o The red tea has more fur on the leaves compared to the puer 

- Effect of fur on taste 

- At first, perhaps an itchy feeling 

- But later, it gives a good aftertaste 

 

“For young, blended puer, it’s easy to tell the different energies from the different places that the teas 

from which the cake was blended, came from” 

Old cake vs New  

- Old 

o Feeling Smooth on the side of the mouth  

o Inside color differs   

 (White Mold)  

- New  

o Rough even on sides  

o Color same on the inside  

Objective vs Subjective  

 

  



Master Class #3                                                                                                 April 13, 2014 
Brewing Technique (2012 red tea from earlier) 

- A tray is convenient, but tea will probably spill onto the tray and wet the bottoms of the cups, and 

you don’t want tea dripping from the bottom of the cup onto the guest 

- It takes more skill to pour directly from the gàiwǎn into the cups 

- After pouring water from the tetsubin to preheat the wares, the ware will have cooled down, so 

either get a freshly boiling tetsubin or reheat it 

- Do not touch any part of the cháxí unless you are the brewer 

- Make sure the water is freshly boiled and that you have enough water in the tetsubin 

- For this tea, pour slowly, without making a circle motion into the gàiwǎn 

- Should see white froth form on the top of the water when brewing 

- Do not crowd the tray with cups 

- To be polite, smell first, then drink in 3 sips 

- When you pour the water, it should not make a sound (means pour is smooth and gentle) 

- Try not to let the water drip from the kettle’s spout down along the side of the kettle 

Brewing Practice (same 2012 red tea) 

Teaparker’s brew 

- Scent: rich, earthy, honey 

- Taste: metallic, rich, earthy 

- Aftertaste: sweet, honey, fruity; drying 

in the mouth 

Grant’s brew 

- Sent: not as rich as the first, more light 

- Taste: citrusy and woody, not as earthy 

- Aftertaste: not as strong as previous, 

more simple sweetness; drying but 

warm 

Jason’s brew 

- Taste: light citrus, very woody 

- Aftertaste: sweet with a light spice note, 

lasted a long time 

Pat’s brew 

- Taste: creamy and woody 

- Aftertaste: light sweet; drying 

Merv’s brew 

- Taste: lightly sweet and fruity, a little 

nutty 

- Aftertaste: simple sweet (like white 

sugar); drying 

Spyro’s brew 

- Taste: light, sweet, and nutty 

- Aftertaste: nutty 

Teaparker’s brew 

- Taste: soft, nutty flavor; also like sweet, clear water 

- Aftertaste: ___ 

  



 

Puer Teaware                                                                                                         April 14, 2013 

 

Stephane’s blog: Teamaster.blogspot.com 

 

Teacups 

- Flavor and taste of the tea depends on the ware you put it in 

- Color too 

- Consider that the color of the teacup should not be dominant compared to the color of the tea 

- Porcelain is best for puer: it does not hide the color of the tea, but remember that not all whites 

are the same 

- Shú puer pairs well with pottery cups 

- The clay absorbs some of the sour flavors (but not so for shēng) 

- “Blanc de Chine” [blahnk-doo-cheen] = “porcelain from China,” produced by companies in France 

who wanted to make wares similar to China’s 

- Pottery wares absorb smells, porcelain wares do not 

- Choose thinner teacups for very fragrant teas, and thicker teacups for teas with heavier flavors 

- “Chicken cup” (Ming Dynasty) 

- First of cups when people began using colors besides blue and white for teacups 

- The cup, teapot, water, and tea must all match 

- Gīng huā [ching-hwah] teacup 

- Hand-painted cup—can see variation in heaviness of color, the lines are more blurred than printed 

ones, and there’s no glaze on the bottom 

- Ivory teacup 

- Has hidden characters 

- Also consider glaze, shape, and clay 

- A cup with a smaller mouth may make a tea more fragrant 

 

  



Master Class #4                                                                                                     April 14, 2013 
Sòng Dynasty tea ceremony was very similar to the current Japanese tea ceremony 

- Yìwŭ yancha tea 

o This tea is from a 70-year-old tea tree growing out of a cliff 

o Smell: barley, sweet 

o Taste: malted, like barley, slightly sweet, also earthy 

Characteristics of good tea 

- Chin (pure) 

- Shuan (fragrant) 

- Gan (thick) 

- Huwo (effervescent) 

- Chuwin (aftertaste) 

 

7638 cake  

- First shú puer        

- First brew is long, because the tea is old 

- Smell: rich and herbal 

- Taste: metallic, rich and woody, smoky, dark, light sour note 

- Aftertaste: a lot of energy 

 

“Having a metal filter in the teapot’s spout will stop leaves from getting stuck in the spout, but it is not 

advisable, because it can affect the character of the tea” 

 

Final Notes 

At least half of these notes are Bethany’s  

All of these notes were typed about a year after they were written. So it may include something’s that I 

may have learned since then. But it is mostly the notes from the 2013 event.  

 

 

Things to Explore 

Hand painted vs Printed wares 
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